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2. Enhancing Our Regional Relationships

T
he U.S. recognizes and reaffinns the critical role that our al
liances play in securing peace and stability in Asia. We also
highly value the substantial progress we have made in our

bilateral and multilateral relationships throughout the region as we
explore a range of vehicles for promoting constructive ties among
nations. These frameworks complement rather than supplant one
another, serving to promote general stability. The United States
welcomes continued development of such frameworks throughout
the region as long as they remain transparent and constructive.

Consistent with these principles, U.S. alliances in the region
have long served as the cornerstone of regional security. In con
trast to Cold War-era alliances, they are not directed at any third

power but serve the interests of all who
The U.S. recognizes and reaffirms the critical role that our benefit from regional stability and security.
alliances play in securing peace and stability in Asia. The United States views the reaffirmation

and enhancement of these alliances over
the past three years, and the concurrent and complementary de
velopment of constructive ties with non-allied states, as evidence
of our continued confidence that an integrated network of security
relations is in the mutual interest of all Asia-Pacific nations.

This section reviews the development of U.S. regional relation
ships over the past three years. Section 6 will address our vision of
the future course of these relationships into the new century.

~:2.0 Strengthening the U.S.-Japan Alliance

The U.S.-Japan alliance remains the linchpin of our security
strategy in Asia. The end of the Cold War changed the security
environment in Asia and challenged some assumptions about the
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purpose and role of the alliance. The United States and Japan
recognize the fundamental and continuing contribution of the al
liance to the defense of Japan and regional peace and stability.
Both sides have moved actively over the past three years to up
date the framework and structure of joint cooperation to reflect
the new environment.

In April 1996, President Clinton and Prime Minister Hashimoto
issued the U.S.-Japan Joint Declaration on Security, which reaf
firmed the continued and growing importance of our alliance to the
security of both nations and to the stability of the Asia-Pacific re
gion. The Joint Declaration established a vision for preserving and
strengthening the bilateral security partnership. Included was an
agreement to conduct a review of the 1978 Guidelines for U.S.
Japan Defense Cooperation in order to update the alliance and en
hance bilateral defense cooperation.

The September 1997 release of revised Defense Guidelines
marked a new era in U.S.-Japan relations and regional security. Be
sides further outlining bilateral cooperation during normal circum
stances and for the defense of Japan, the new Guidelines provided
the basis for more effective bilateral cooperation during a regional
crisis that affects Japan's peace and security.

In the new Guidelines, Japan has set forth a more definitive
role in responding to situations in areas surrounding Japan that
will have an important influence on Japan's peace and security. For
instance, the revised Guidelines outline Japanese rear area support
to U.S. forces responding to a regional contingency. This support
may include providing access to airfields, ports, transportation, lo
gistics, and medical support. Japan would also be able, as applica
ble, to cooperate and coordinate with U.S. forces to conduct such
missions and functions as rninesweeping, search and rescue, sur
veillance, and inspection of ships to enforce UN sanctions. By en
hancing the alliance's capability to respond to crises, the revised
Guidelines are an excellent example of preventive diplomacy: they
contribute to shaping the security environment by improving de
terrence and stability in the region.

Defense cooperation under the Guidelines will remain consis
tent with rights and obligations set forth in the U.S.-Japan Treaty of
Mutual Cooperation and Security, the limitations of Japan's Consti
tution and basic principles of international law. The United States
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Matrix: GuideU.... for U.s.~apanDefense Cooperation. September 1997

Functions end Fields Exemples of Items of Cooperation

Cooperation in Relief activities and measures Transportation of personnel and supplies to the affected area
activities initiated to deal with refugees Medical services, communications and transportation in the affected area
by either Government Relief and transfer operations for refugees, and provision of emergency materials

to refugees

Search and rescue Search and rescue operations in Japanese territory and at sea around Japan and
information sharing related to such operations

Noncombatant Information sharing, and communication with and assembly and transportation of
evacuation operations noncombatants

Use of Self-Defense Forces facilities and civilian airports and ports by U.S.
aircraft and vessels for transportation of noncombatants

Customs, immigration and quarantine of noncombatants upon entry into Japan
Assistance to noncombatants in such matters as temporary accommodations,

transportation and medical services in Japan.

Activities for ensuring the Inspection of ships based on United Nations Security Council resolutions for
effectiveness of economic ensuring the effectiveness of economic sanctions and activities related to such
sanctions for the maintenance inspections
of international peace and Information sharing
stability

Japan's support for Use oftacilities Use of Self-Defense Forces facilities and civilian airports and ports for supplies
U.S. Forces activities and other purposes by U,S. aircraft and vessels

Reservation of spaces for loading/unloading of personnel and materials by the
United States and of storage areas at Self-Defense Forces facilities and civilian
airports and ports

Extension of operating hours for Self-Defense Forces facilities and civilian airports
and ports for the use by U.S. aircraft and vessels

Use of Self-Defense Forces airfields by U.S. aircraft
Provision oftraining and exercise areas
Construction of offices, accommodations, etc., inside U.S. facilities and areas

Rear area Supply Provision of materials (except weapons and ammunition) and POL (petroleum, oil
support and lubricants) to U.S. aircraft and vessels at Self Defense Forces facilities and

civilian airports and ports
Provision of materials (except weapons and ammunition) and POL to U.S. facilities

and areas

Transportation land, sea and airtransportation inside Japan of personnel, materials and PDl
Sea transportation to U.S. vessels on the high seas of personnel, materials

and POL
Use of vehicles and cranes for transportation of personnel, materials and PDl

Maintenance Repair and maintenance of U.S. aircraft, vessels and vehicles
Provision of repair parts
Temporary provision ohools and materials for maintenance

and Japan will determine independently whether to cooperate con
sistent with the Guidelines in the event of a regional contingency.
This decision will be based on the nature of the situation. As such,
the concept "situations in areas surrounding Japan" embodied in
the revised Guidelines is not geographical but situational.
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._ previous page. September 1997 _II d d

Functions and Fields Examples of Items of Cooperation

Japan's support for Rear area Medical Medical treatment of casualties inside Japan
U.S. Forces activities support services Transportation of casualties inside Japan

Provision of medical supply

Security Security of U.S. facilities and areas
Sea surveillance around U.S. facilities and areas
Security of transportation routes inside Japan
Information and intelligence sharing

Communications Provision of frequencies (including for satellite communications) and
equipment for communications among relevant U.S. and Japanese agencies

Others Support for port entry/exit by U.S. vessels
Loading/unloading of materials at Self Defense Forces facilities and civilian

airports and ports
Sewage disposal, water supply, and electricity inside U.S. facilities and areas
Temporary increase of workers at U.S. facilities and areas

U.S.-Japan operational Surveillance Intelligence sharing
cooperation

Minesweeping Minesweeping operations in Japanese territory and on the high seas around
Japan, and information and intelligence sharing on mines

Sea and airspace Maritime traffic coordination in and around Japan in response to increased sea
management traffic

Air traffic control and airspace management in and around Japan

During the review process, U.S. and Japanese officials engaged
in extensive briefings throughout the Asia-Pacific region on the
scope, objectives and substance of the Guidelines review. This ex
ercise in transparency should serve as a model for other nations in
the region as they establish and update their defense relationships
and strategies in the future.

~~.1 Toward a Lasting Security
Partnership with the ROK

The long-run U.S. objective remains a peaceful resolution of the
Korean conflict with a non-nuclear, democratic, reconciled, and ul
timately reunified Peninsula. Toward this end, the security alliance
between the United States and the Republic of Korea (ROK) serves
as the foundation on which all U.S. diplomatic, defense, and eco
nomic efforts on the Korean Peninsula rest. Our treaty commitment
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Force Comparison: The North Korean Threat

and the presence of U.S. troops in South Korea help deter any
North Korean aggression by making it umnistakably clear that the
U.S. would iImnediately be fully engaged in any such conflict. The
U.S. and ROK continue to maintain and strengthen the three major
elements of our security alliance: the 1953 Mutual Defense '.l'featy,
bilateral consultations and combined military forces.

The strong U.S.-ROK deterrent posture has created the poten
tial for improved security conditions and political relations on the
Korean Peninsula. In particular, a firm stance by the United States
and ROK laid the groundwork for the 1994 Agreed Framework,
which froze North Korea's nuclear facilities at Yongbyon and The
chon under IAEA inspection, defused a critical source of tension
and deflected what could have been a military confrontation with
North Korea.

Ongoing concerns about DPRK compliance with the Agreed
Framework have underscored the need for continued vigilance and
close monitoring of the terms of the agreement. However, the
United States still regards a properly functioning Agreed Frame
work as the best vehicle available for limiting North Korean nu
clear activities and creating an opening to pursue other issues of
concern with the DPRK, such as missile and chemical weapons
proliferation and the recovery of Korean War remains. The United
States will insist that North Korea abide fully by its obligations
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T he situation on the Korean
peninsula will likely remain
volatile and unpredictable.

North Korea has not relinquished
its goal of establishing political pri
macy on the peninsula. Pyongyang
continues to maintain a large, for
ward-deployed military with robust
capabilities in its Special Opera
tions Forces and long-range ar
tillery. Improvements in its ballistic
missile forces likely will also con
tinue, and North Korea is believed
to have a sizable stockpile of chem
ical weapons. North Korea's overall
conventional military capabilities
are deteriorating due primarily to
limited training, obsolete equip
ment, declining morale and sus
tainment problems stemming from
the DPRK's dire economic situa
tion. Despite the decline in these
capabilities, however, the North
can still inflict considerable dam
age against the South and threaten
its neighbors. Combined U.S.-ROK
forces remain vigilant.
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under the Agreed Framework and will pursue any suspect DPRK
activity until it has been clarified and resolved satisfactorily. If
North Korea proves unwilling to fulfill the terms of the agreement,
the United States will pursue its fundamental security interests
through other diplomatic and security means.

A strong U.S. and ROK security posture has also fostered the
Four Party peace process, which convened its first plenary session
in December 1997. This proposal for peace talks among North and
South Korea, the United States and China has enabled the United
States and ROK to create a diplomatic venue for reducing tensions
and ultimately replacing the Armistice Agreement with a perma
nent peace settlement.

However, the most critical forum for lasting peace and security
on the Peninsula remains direct South-North contact. Only South
and North Korea can resolve the division of Korea. Until a perma
nent peace arrangement is concluded with genuine reduction of
tensions on the Korean Peninsula, the United States remains com
mitted to the terms of the Armistice Agreement and to closely co
ordinating its policy towards North Korea with the ROK.

U.S. and ROK military forces unified under the Combined
Forces Command (CFC) continue to enhance their capabilities to
deter and, if necessary, defeat aggression. Although the substantial
deterioration in North Korea's economic conditions has inevitably
affected its military forces, North Korea is still capable of inflicting
terrible destruction on South Korea, especially with artillery, mis

sile, and chemical weapons. Even as it issues periodic appeals for
food for its citizens, North Korea expends very substantial re
sources on military exercises and the enhancement of certain mili

tary capabilities. Its August 1998 missile launch, which overflew
Japan, underscored for the entire region that North Korea, despite
its domestic hardship, continues to pose a threat not only on the
Peninsula but to common regional security.

In response to this continuing threat, the CFC continues to
modernize its military equipment, with significant upgrades in
armor, artillery, attack aviation, counterfire, and pre-positioned
stocks. Also, to sharpen readiness, the Command is continually re
fining its vigorous program of exercises, field training, computer
simulation and reinforcement plans.
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Secretary of Defense William Cohen
stands at the fence line marking the
southern boundary of the Demilita
rized Zone (DMZ), separating the
Republic of Korea from the
communist North.

Deteriorating economic conditions, including its serious food
shortage, have raised troubling questions about future develop
ments in North Korea. In these uncertain circumstances, the ROK
and United States continue to consult closely to prepare for a wide
range of contingencies. We cannot ignore the possibility that po
tentially destabilizing conditions could arise in the North in the
form of famine, massive refugee flows, or other disruptive scenar
ios. The United States and South Korea will work together to re
solve such situations at the lowest level of tension possible and in a
way that is least disruptive to regional stability.

The ROK's own economic difficulties may challenge its ability to
maintain financial and other security-related responsibilities. The
United States will work with South Korea to minimize the impact of
the crisis on stability on the Peninsula. Despite a substantial reduc
tion of the ROK's defense budget, the ROK has assured the United
States that it will maintain combined operational readiness and de
terrent capabilities.

Anti-Penonne. Landmines in Korea

Korea is a unique theater of operations for U.S. forces. Boasting
the most heavily fortified border in the world, Korea is one of the

last remaining examples of Cold War-era confrontation.
Along the DMZ, just 24 miles from Seoul, the North Ko
rean Peoples' Army has nearly 600,000 troops, more than
2,400 tanks, and over 6,000 artillery pieces. It is an area
where hostilities could erupt with little or no warning.

Anti-personnel landmines (APLs) serve as an inte
gral component of U.S. capability to deter and defend
the ROK against a potential invasion by the DPRK. The
extensive barrier system in place, which is linked to the
restrictive terrain, is key to U.S.-ROK integrated defense
plans and to minimizing U.S. and ROK civilian and mili

tary casualties that would result from the absence of
APLs during an invasion.

Citing his responsibility to protect U.S. troops, Presi
dent Clinton announced in September 1997 that the
United States would not sign the Ottawa Convention to

ban anti-personnellandrnines. He noted that the Convention did
not contain an adequate transition period for the United States to
safely phase out and develop alternatives to its APLs, including
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-President Clinton, address to Australian Parliament,
October, 1997

"The defense links between the United States and
Australia have never been stronger. ... Today
I say, again, with utter confidence, our alliance
is not just for this time, it is for all time. "

those in Korea. Neither did it contain a provision permitting use
of U.S. self-destructing mixed anti-tank mine systems, which are
critical for effective defense on the Korean Peninsula.

President Clinton has directed the Department of Defense to
end the use of all anti-personnellandrnines outside Korea by 2003,
including those that self-destruct. For Korea, the objective is to
have alternatives to anti-personnellandrnines ready by 2006.

f~.2 Building on a History of Cooperation:
Australia and the Pacific

The U.S.-Australia alliance remains as close as any alliance we
maintain in the region. Australia and the United States have fought
alongside one another in five major conflicts in this century: both

World Wars, Korea, Vietnam, and the
Gulf War. We have some 250 bilat
eral legal arrangements and agree
ments in place that are specifically
defense-related.

In July 1996, the U.S. and Aus
tralia reaffirmed their alliance com
mitments in the Joint Security Decla
ration ("Sydney Statement"). The

Joint Declaration strengthened our cooperation to include new and
expanded combined exercises and opportunities for training. Our
combined exercise schedule is robust and covers the full range of
operational and tactical cooperation and interoperability, from full
scale joint/combined activities to unit-level tactics involving all
branches of the services of both countries. In March 1997, TAN
DEM THRUST, a combined United States-Australia force-on-force
field training exercise, was the largest military exercise conducted
in Australia since World War II. Some 17,000 U.S. and 5,000 Aus
tralian troops participated.

Besides significant bilateral exercises, the U.S. Navy conducts
numerous port calls annually. In 1997 alone, the U.S. Seventh Fleet
made 102 port visits to Australia. Increased Australian and U.S.
combined training, particularly in the Northern Territory, is also
being explored.
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u.s. and Australian military engineers
build a bridge together during exer
cise TANDEM THRUST 97 in Australia.

New Zealand and the Pacific Islands

Although U.S. relations with New Zealand are generally posi
tive, the major policy disagreement remains over New Zealand's
prohibition of nuclear-powered or nuclear-armed vessels in its wa
ters. The United States suspended ANZUS alliance defense obliga
tions to New Zealand in 1986 and revised its defense policy to pro
hibit exercises and place limits on other aspects of the bilateral
defense relationship.

The United States appreciates the contribution of New Zealand
to regional fora such as the ASEAN Regional Forum and important
shared defense policy goals, including its participation in a range
of humanitarian and peacekeeping missions around the world, and
its contribution to the Korean Peninsula Energy Development Or
ganization (KEDO). Given the findings of then-Prime Minister Bol
ger's Somers Report in 1992 affirming the safety of nuclear-pow
ered warships, the U.S. hopes that in the future conditions will
allow full restoration of military cooperation with New Zealand.

The United States has specific legal responsibility for the de
fense of the U.S. territories of Guam and American Samoa, the
Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas, and, under the Compact
of Free Association, the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI),
the Republic of Palau and the Federated States of Micronesia
(FSM). The Economic Relations and the Security and Defense Re
lations of the compact with the RMI and FSM are due for renegoti
ation in October 1999. The facilities at Kwajalein Atoll, located
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-President Clinton, speech at Chulalongkorn University,
Bangkok, Thailand, November 26, 1996

"Whether we are fighting drugs, combating
AIDS, trying to open bright new futures for our
children, or working to protect the planet we
share, Thailand and the United States are
making our partnership work for our people.
For we both know we have much more to gain
from standing together than by going it alone. "

within the RMI, afford the U.S. military the opportunity to conduct
ballistic missile defense and intercontinental ballistic missile test
ing, space surveillance, and research and development. Continued
lease option for facilities at Kwajalein Atoll is guaranteed until
2016 regardless of the outcome of the Compact renegotiation.

We continue to support the developing nations of the South Pa
cific and note their contributions to regional and international
peacekeeping efforts. We remain engaged in the area though our
Joint and Combined Exchange Training (JCET), International Mili
tary Education and Training (!MET), and Humanitarian and Excess
Property programs, supporting the establishment and growth of de
mocratic processes and the role of the military in those processes.

_.3 U.S.-Thailand Alliance:
Partners in Practice

Our longstanding alliance with Thailand remains strong and
serves a critical function in enhancing our strategic interests
worldwide. Thailand has been a consistent supporter of the U.S.

overseas presence in Asia, and a strong
partner in addressing global issues
such as counterproliferation and drug
trafficking. Our bilateral relationship
with Thailand has facilitated U.S. ac
cess and interoperability. The relation
ship has afforded the U.S. important
refueling and transit arrangements that
have enhanced our ability to operate
within the region.

Thailand's cooperation is essential
to support counterdrug and anti-piracy

operations, activities of the Joint Task Force Full Accounting
(POW/MIA), and munitions pre-positioning operations. The War
Reserve Stockpile Agreement has been a real success, and has
contributed to increased readiness in Southeast Asia.

COBRA GOLD is the largest joint training opportunity in
Southeast Asia and the centerpiece of an impressive joint exercise
program that provides training opportunities and enhances inter
operability. To the United States, COBRA GOLD provides an im
portant opportunity to communicate through action our continued
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An Air Force doctor attends to a
Filipino girl and her mother during
a medical exercise in the Philippines.

serious commitment to the security and well
being of our treaty ally, and demonstrate how
serious we are about remaining engaged in the
Asia-Pacific region.

The United States will work with Thailand
to minimize the impact of its current economic
difficulties on security needs. It is important
that Thailand retain interest in preserving a
high level of interoperability to serve our com
mon interests should we have to conduct joint
military operations in the region.

We also continue to assist the efforts of the
Thai armed forces to modernize and streamline

their organization, and improve their leadership capabilities. We
want to reinforce the increasing professionalism of the military,
which has contributed to the continued development of democ
racy in Thailand.

~.4 After Bases: Solidifying our Alliance
with the Philippines

The U.S.-Philippine security relationship has evolved since the
withdrawal of U.S. military bases in 1991-92. We are gradually es
tablishing a post-bases relationship that is consistent with our ac
tivities elsewhere in the region-exercises, ship visits, exchanges,
and policy dialogues. Upon ratification by the Philippine Senate,
the January 1998 Visiting Forces Agreement, which lays out the
legal status of U.S. defense personnel temporarily in the Philip
pines in connection with official duties, will facilitate expanded
military cooperation. The visit of President Ramos to Washington
in April 1998 further affirmed our mutual commitment to the
timely resumption of U.S. training activities in the Philippines.

Familiarity, cooperation and interoperability are important in
gredients of a strong alliance, and we will work to solidify the U.S.
Philippines security partnership in the coming years. Despite lin
gering suspicion by some in the Philippines that the United States
is seeking to re-establish a military foothold, the era of U.S. bases
is over. We seek to develop the defense relationship in ways and at
a pace comfortable to the Philippines.
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President Clinton and President Jiang
Zemin of China at a joint press confer
ence during their summit meeting in
Beijing, June 27, 1998.

1~.5 Comprehensive Engagement
with China

The United States understands that lasting security in the Asia
Pacific region is not possible without a constructive role played by
China. The October 1997 and June 1998 sununit meetings between
President Clinton and President Jiang marked a turning point in
U.S.-China relations and were central events in furthering the U.S.
strategy of comprehensive engagement with China.

China presents numerous challenges, as well as opportunities,
in our regional security strategy. As a nuclear weapons state, a lead
ing regional military power, and global player with a permanent seat
on the UN Security Council, China plays a key role in Asia-Pacific
security. The United States, and indeed the rest of the Asia-Pacific
region, has a substantial interest in China's emergence as a stable,
secure, open, prosperous and peaceful country. Prospects for peace
and prosperity in Asia depend heavily upon China's role as a re
sponsible member of the international community.

The United States and China share many common global and
regional interests. The United States and China both have an inter
est in maintaining regional stability to foster continuation of Asia's
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that both countries have a clear appreciation of one another's

Dialogue between the United States and China is critical to ensure

Secretary of Defense William Cohen
and Minister of Defense Chi Haotian
of China sign the Military Maritime
Consultative Agreement in Beijing,
January 19, 1998.

regional security interests.

economic development. We share
with China an interest in its emer
gence as a stable, prosperous na
tion. We both share strong inter
ests in maintaining peace on the
Korean Peninsula and in prevent
ing the spread of weapons of mass
destruction and their means of de
livery. We both have concerns for
world and Asian stability resulting
from nuclear testing in India and
Pakistan. We cooperate in coun
tering a wide range of non-con
ventional security threats.

China's rise as a major power
presents an array of potential
challenges. Many of China's neigh

bors are closely monitoring China's growing defense expenditures
and modernization of the People's Liberation Anny (PLA), includ
ing development and acquisition of advanced fighter aircraft; pro
grams to develop mobile ballistic missile systems, land-attack and
anti-ship cruise missiles and advanced surface-to-air missiles; and
a range of power projection platforms. Given international and re
gional focus on China's growing military power, China's adherence
to multilateral nonproliferation and arms control regimes, and to
increased military transparency are of growing importance. The
United States welcomed China's publication of a Defense White
Paper in August 1998 as a positive step towards greater openness.

Dialogue between the United States and China will also remain
critical to ensure that both countries
have a clear appreciation of one an
other's regional security interests. Di-
alogue and exchanges can reduce
misperceptions between our two

countries, increase our understanding of Chinese security con
cerns, and build confidence between our two defense establish
ments to avoid military accidents and miscalculations. The agree
ment not to target strategic nuclear weapons at one another,
reached during President Clinton's June 1998 visit to China, was
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China White Paper

In asignificant move toward greater transparency and
participation in international security dialogue, China re
leased aWhite Paper in JIJly 1998 entitled, "China's Na
tional Defense." The docl1ment outlines the Chinese Gov
ernment's views on international and regional security
issues, and its own defense policies. The paper restates
China's desire to resolve outstanding issues in regional af
fairs through diplomatic means and to work with other na
tions to establish a stable regional security framework for
the Asia-Pacific region. The White Paper also explains
that China's primary national security concern is eco
nomic construction. Finally, the White Paper highlights
China's growing role in global security problems such as
nonproliferation.

'China's National Defense" asserts Beijing's view that the
enlargement of military blocs and the strengthening of mil
itary alliances have added "factors of instability" to inter
national security. This view runs counter to the prevailing
recognition that U.S. alliances in Asia have promoted sta
bility. China's economic modernization has benefited from
the constructive regional environment that U.S. alliances
in Asia have promoted. China has an important role in the
evolving security architecture of the Asia-Pacific region
and the development of multilateral institutions that com
plement the existing network of bilateral alliances. As the
United States, China and others in the region work to build
that security erchitecture, the greetest challenge will be
to manage the gap that still exists in strategic visions and
to develop mutually acceptable approaches to security.

also an important symbolic action that reassured both
sides and reaffirmed our constructive relationship.

The United States and China have continued to
make progress in establishing institutional frameworks
for communication and mutual understanding. The
United States has undertaken this approach on a step
by-step basis to avoid false expectations and to build on
actual achievements.

The establishment of a direct Presidential communi
cations link in May 1998 provides an important conduit
for consultation on global, regional and bilateral issues.
The Military Maritime Consultation Agreement of Janu
ary 1998 is designed to establish a process for dialogue
between the two militaries that will enhance understand
ing and trust as our maritime and air forces operate in
close proximity to one another. DOD has also begun to
conduct regular high-level strategic dialogue through an
nual Defense Consultative Talks, which were initiated in
December 1997. Our militaries have exchanged port vis
its and begun exchanges on humanitarian assistance and
disaster relief. And we have conducted reciprocal senior
defense and military visits and continued defense acade
mic exchanges through our respective National Defense
Universities.

Hong Kong

The United States Navy conducts 60-80 port calls a year to
Hong Kong. This program has continued uninterrupted since the
reversion of Hong Kong to PRC sovereignty. Port calls to Hong
Kong contribute to U.S. overseas presence in the region, allowing
for minor maintenance and repair of transiting ships. Continued ac
cess to one of the world's premier quality-of-life ports contributes
positively to sailor retention and also serves as symbolic support for
the continued autonomy of Hong Kong as called for in the 1984 UK
PRC Joint Declaration, and Hong Kong's Basic Law.

Taiwan

The United States maintains robust but unofficial relations
with the people on Taiwan, governed by the Taiwan Relations Act
(TRA) and guided by the three U.S.-PRC joint communiques. We
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have consistently held that the Taiwan issue is a matter for the
Chinese people on both sides of the Taiwan Strait to resolve. The
United States has an abiding interest that any resolution be
peacefuL In accordance with the TRA and consistent with the
three U.S.-PRC communiques, the United States sells defensive
arms to Taiwan to enable it to maintain a sufficient self-defense
capability. Our limited arms sales have contributed to maintaining
peace and stability in the Taiwan Strait and to creating an atmos
phere conducive to the improvement of cross-Strait relations, in
cluding dialogue.

_.6 Enhancing Nascent Relations
with Mongolia

The United States has enjoyed excellent relations with Mon
golia since establishment of diplomatic relations in 1987. The
United States has supported Mongolia's commitment to democ
racy, free markets and integration into the Asia-Pacific security
network as consistent with our interests. The United States wel
comes the inclusion of Mongolia in the ASEAN Regional Forum,
and will work in coming years to facilitate Mongolia's participation
in a wide range of multilateral conferences involving Asia-Pacific
military forces. In addition, the United States supports continued
specialized military training and education through the !MET pro
gram, future joint training in such areas as disaster preparedness,
peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance, expansion of our
nascent policy dialogue on international and security issues, and
the establishment of regular high-level political and military visits
between our countries.

12.7 Broadening Cooperation with
Southeast Asia

Southeast Asia, particularly through the Association of South
east Asian Nations (ASEAN), has played an increasingly important
role in regional security. The nations of ASEAN have grown more
confident and assertive in the years following the end of the Cold
War, an appropriate posture for countries that have undergone a
generation of considerable struggle, accomplishment and develop
ment. Despite the financial crisis that has shaken the area's leading
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The United States will remain committed to our friends and

partners in Southeast Asia both in good times and in bad.

Secretary of Defense Cohen ad
dresses "Strategic Challenges in
the Asia-Pacific" at the Institute of
Defense and Strategic Studies in
Singapore, January 15, 1998.

developing economies, we expect that these countries will continue
as important security partners.

ASEAN's patterns of consultation, cooperation and consensus,
now being adopted in the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) forum and ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), are an impor
tant model for regional cooperation. ASEAN nations join with the
United States in common purpose to prevent conflict, enhance sta
bility, promote economic growth, and assure that the interests of all
nations are taken into account. ASEAN has distinguished itself by
tackling such issues as political instability in Cambodia and territor
ial disputes in the South China Sea.

Consistent with this common purpose is open support and ad
vocacy among ASEAN nations of a continued U.S. military pres

ence in the region. Port access agreements,
military training and education programs,
and other bilateral and multilateral security

related frameworks complement U.S. overseas presence and fur
ther affirm Southeast Asia's increasing importance as a regional
partner for enhancing security.

The security of the United States and the region has benefited
from the markets and friendships that have developed between the
United States and ASEAN nations. The United States will remain
committed to our friends and partners in Southeast Asia both in
good times and in bad.
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Brunei

Brunei has publicly supported the U.S. role in maintaining
Asia-Pacific security, including a continued U.S. military presence
in the region. U.S. defense objectives in Brunei are modest: the
United States desires active, albeit limited, military interaction in
the form of periodic small-scale exercises using Brunei's jungle
training facility, ship and personnel visits, and aircraft transits. In
political-military terms, however, a friendly and relatively active
military-to-military relationship fits within our overall security
framework. Our 1994 Defense Cooperation Memorandum of Un
derstanding and periodic bilateral meetings conducted under its
auspices form the foundation of our defense ties.

BurRla

The United States continues to have serious concerns about the
repressive and unstable situation in Burma. The Burmese govern
ment's intransigent and repressive policies against its own citizens,
including its failure to honor the results of legislative elections held
in 1990, pose challenges to regional stability and security. The re
sults are all too evident in the many thousands of refugees who have
fled across borders to escape continued fIghting and repression.

U.S. economic sanctions on Burma serve notice to the regime
that the deteriorating situation in the country affects U.S. inter
ests. Now that Burma has become an ASEAN member, we look to
ASEAN to shoulder greater responsibility for producing progress
by prodding the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) to
halt its repression of the democratic opposition, move to meaning
ful political dialogue with the National League for Democracy
under Aung San Suu Kyi, and with the ethnic minorities, and take
effective action against the narcotics trade.

CaRlbodia

The United States suspended assistance to the Royal Cambo
dian Government, including military assistance to the Royal Cam
bodian Armed Forces (RCAP), as a result of the events of early
July 1997, which unseated the First Co-Prime Minister, Prince
Norodom Ranariddh. Humanitarian aspects of U.S. assistance to
Cambodia, including assistance to the Cambodian Mine Action
Center, continued during this interim period. However, training,
exercises and the provision of equipment and security assistance
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remained suspended. The United States will reevaluate the situa
tion after Cambodia seats a new government following the parlia
mentary elections held in late July 1998.

Prior to suspension of U.S. military assistance, the United States
has stressed the importance of comprehensively reforming the
RCAF, including reducing the number of troops, instilling and sus
taining discipline, providing consistent pay to the military, and elimi
nating corruption. U.S. military assistance to Cambodia featured
non-lethal humanitarian assistance including English-language
training, training for military engineers, medical exercises, and as
sistance to the Royal Government's efforts to reintegrate Kluner
Rouge defectors into society. The United States has a strong inter
est in, and willingness to support, Cambodian military reforms

Indone.ia

of conflict both regionally and Internationally.

In the security arena, as in political and economic

interests in promoting stability and peacefUl resolution

aHairs, the U.S. and Indonesia share important, broad

As the world's fourth most populous nation and home to the
world's largest Muslim population, Indonesia has played a pivotal
role in fostering regional stability and will continue to have a criti
cal influence in the Asia-Pacific region into the next century. In

donesia's geostrategic position and regional in
fluence make it important for the United States
to maintain a cooperative bilateral defense rela
tionship. Indonesia's vast span of thousands of
islands form a gateway between the Pacific and
Indian Oceans, and straddle some of the world's

most critical sea lines of communication. Indonesia's support for
long-term U.s. presence in the region also has been an important
factor in our overall regional security strategy.

In the security arena, as in political and economic affairs, the
United States and Indonesia share important, broad interests in pr~

moting stability and peaceful resolution of conflict both regionally
and internationally. Indonesia has been a cornerstone of ASEAN, has
served as an influential participant in the ASEAN Regional Forum
and APEC, and has demonstrated leadership on regional security
problems such as Cambodia and the South China Sea. Indonesia has
also established a long tradition of supporting UN peacekeeping op
erations and has been heavily involved in global disarmament efforts.

The unprecedented financial crisis and political transition with
which Indonesia is currently grappling will focus Jakarta's energies
on internal stability and recovery for the foreseeable future. The
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outcome of the economic turmoil and political evolution nonethe
less will have an important impact on regional stability and secu
rity. Economic restructuring and the opening of the political sys
tem pose serious challenges for post-Soeharto governments and
have the potential to significantly affect many nations in the re
gion. Continued U.S. engagement in Indonesia will help promote
the stability necessary to manage this difficult situation.

Laos

The United States remains committed to exploring ways of
broadening and developing our military relationship with Laos. Lao
POWIMIA cooperation is good and producing results. A majority of
remaining cases of missing Americans are actively being pursued
through substantive leads.

The United States remains interested in establishing a defense
attache office in Laos to complement offices opened in Cambodia
and Vietnam in 1995. DOD interests in counter-narcotics pro
grams, especially the aggressive efforts of Laos to eliminate heroin
production and refinement, require on-the-ground management
and collection support. Our growing humanitarian assistance pro
grams in the Lao countryside serve to build contacts within the
Lao Ministry of Defense to address these and other concerns.

Malaysia

Our bilateral defense relationship with Malaysia has expanded
and matured over the past decade because of our shared regional
outlook and mutual security interests. Malaysia publicly supports a
continued U.S. military presence in Asia and makes available naval
and air maintenance and repair facilities.

Our ship visits and exercises in Malaysia, which have gradually
increased, have become an important component of our Southeast
Asian presence. We will look for ways to expand our access to, and
engagement with the Malaysian defense establishment.

Malaysia is also a regional leader in UN peacekeeping opera
tions, as well as an active member of the ASEAN Regional Forum,
offering additional avenues for enhanced cooperation in the future.
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A U:S. Air Force pilot reviews exercise
flight plans with a Singapore Air Force
pilot during a combined exercise.

Singapore

Singapore has been Southeast Asia's leading advocate of a con
tinued U.S. military presence. Singapore actively searches for ways
to keep the United States engaged in the region, whether in multi
lateral institutions such as the ASEAN Regional Forum, or by ex
panding U.S. military access opportunities in Singapore itself.

Well before the U.S. entered basing negotiations with the
Philippines in the early 1990s, Singapore offered to conclude an
access agreement that would help disperse the U.S. presence and
spread the political responsibility of hosting U.S. forces. The 1990
Access Memorandum of Understanding has been instrumental in
sustaining our post-bases presence in Southeast Asia. Although
fewer than 200 U.S. personnel are permanently assigned to Singa
pore, we conduct a variety of naval and air training, most notably
fighter aircraft deployments that occur approximately six times
per year. A naval logistics unit-Commander, Logistics Group
Western Pacific-that was relocated from Subic Bay at the time of
our military withdrawal from the Philippines assists in fleet sup
port and coordinates bilateral naval exercises in Southeast Asia.

Singapore continued its forward-looking engagement effort by
offering U.S. access to its long-planned new pier facility at Changi
that can accormnodate a U.S. aircraft carrier. This initiative will
greatly facilitate our carrier visits and operations in the region, and
represents Singapore's strong cormnitment to continued close rela
tions with the United States into the next century.

Vietnam

Following the establishment of diplomatic relations with Viet
nam in July 1995, the United States has kept the initial stages of
the U.S.-Vietnamese security relationship purposefully modest in
pace and scope. Initiatives have focused on enhancing mutual un
derstanding. The fullest possible accounting of missing in action
from the Indochina War continues to be the most important issue
in the bilateral relationship.

At the same time, the Department of Defense has a range of
regional security interests that could profitably be addressed
through normal, routine contacts with the Vietnamese military.
Our goal is to develop a frank and serious dialogue with Vietnam
about such issues and build mutual confidence. The security rela-
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Colonel-General Yuri Bukreyev of
Russia's Far Eastern Military District
(left) and USCINCPAC, Admiral
Joseph Prueher during the Pacific
Armies Management Seminar (PAMS)
hosted by U.S. Army Pacific.

tionship must also be transparent, leaving no possibility that our
intentions will be misunderstood by others in the region.

The United States is prepared to move forward with incremen
tal steps aimed at improving the relationship in a manner maintain
ing our priority concern of accounting for missing American ser
vice personnel.

12.8 Expanding Regional Cooperation
with Russia

Although Russia is traditionally considered a European power,
geographically, historically and culturally, Russia is also an Asia-Pa
cific nation.

In the past, the Soviet Union's contributions to Asia-Pacific se
curity were deemed either negative or negligible. Today, America
welcomes the Russian Federation's active and constructive role in
Asia-Pacific security as important to regional stability. Military ex
ercises' and cooperation, port visits, and both senior-level and
staff-level exchanges with the region's armed forces have en
hanced transparency and trust, and reduced suspicions left over
from the Cold War. Russian engagement in such regional fora as
the ARF may enhance habits of security cooperation.

In November 1998, Russia will become a member of the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum, which will enhance

Russia's engagement with its Asia-Pacific
neighbors and increase its participation in a
variety of multilateral economic discussions.
The development of Russia's economy, includ
ing the Far East region with its abundant nat
ural resources, can contribute substantially to
regional economic growth and buttress re
gional peace. At the same time, Asian capital
and know-how can fuel Russia's prosperity
and contribute to its historic transition from

• an authoritarian communist regime to a lib
eral, market democracy.

Increasing Russian engagement may help
relieve historical tensions and resolve several
longstanding disputes that have plagued the
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Security Pluralism: refers to an array
of cooperative and complementary
frameworks in which nations seek to
address their security concerns through
the establishment of bilateral and multi
lateral relationships and dialogue.

Multilateral Dialogue: official or
unofficial meetings among more than
two nations. The most comprehensive
official multilateral dialogue in Asia is the
ASEAN Regional Forum, which was
established in 1994 and has outlined
an evolutionary course for itselffrom con·
fidence building, to preventive diplomacy,
to conflict resolution.

Included among multilateral dialogue are
minileterels. Coined originally as an
economics term, minilaterals are meet·
ings between small subsets of nations,
typically three odour, designed to
address common security interests in
amore focused setting. In their initial
stages, minilateral fora often serve to
facilitate discussion among nations with
historical tensions.

region. For example, Russia and Japan are working toward the con
clusion of a peace treaty to fully normalize the relationship between
the two countries. Toward that end, they have begun to identify
new paths toward settling their dispute over the Northern Territo
ries, which has delayed completion of the treaty for half a century.
Their pledge at the Krasnoyarsk summit of November 1997, to do
their utmost to conclude a treaty by the year 2000 benefits the
United States and all who value regional security.

Likewise, Russia has enhanced its relations with South Korea,
while its relationship with China has improved markedly. The 4000
mile shared border between Russia and China has historically been
a rnilitaIY flashpoint. As a result of joint initiatives, today the bor
der disputes have largely been resolved, military equipment has
been drawn back, cross-border trade has increased, and relation
ships focus more on development of resources than marshalling of
forces. The United States welcomes these improved relations.

Interaction between the U.S. Pacific Command (USPACOM)
and Russian rnilitaIY forces has expanded rapidly in recent years
from a few high-level exchange visits to substantive, routine and
cooperative working-level meetings. USPACOM has also estab
lished a range of conferences, symposia and other fora on such is
sues as special operations, rnilitaIY medicine, search and rescue,
criminal investigation and peacekeeping operations, to further
strengthen our bilateral relationship in the region. These activities
will continue to expand.

As an Asia-Pacific power with a substantial presence and rele
vance to the security of the region, Russia's open and constructive
participation in regional security affairs will remain in the U.S. na
tional interest.

~~.9 Supporting the Development of
Security Pluralism

In only a short time, frameworks for discussion and cooperation
in the Asia-Pacific region beyond traditional bilateral relationships
have become an important and permanent feature of the regional
security structure. The scope of these activities has widened dra
matically and is critical in a region whose nations do not have many
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institutional links. The United States supports and par
ticipates actively in this growing pattern of security plu
ralism. Multilateral dialogues include larger meetings
such as the ASEAN Regional Forum, sub-regional mini

lateral confidence-building efforts, and other fora for in
teraction and discussion of regional security matters.
Meanwhile, bilateral discussions in the region have pro
liferated rapidly in recent years to address lingering ten
sions and historical disputes, or simply to enhance mu
tual confidence and encourage transparency.

Multllaterala

The United States engages in a variety of official and
unofficial multilateral security dialogues to enhance mu
tual cooperation and trust in Asia, most notably the
ASEAN Regional Forum eARF). Initiated by ASEAN na
tions, the ARF includes 22 members representing Asia,
Europe and North America, including the United States.
The ARF has developed into a useful vehicle for official
region-wide discussion and exchange. The ARF's atten
tion to promoting greater mutual understanding and
transparency promises to build trust among Asia-Pacific
nations and others outside the region, and provide an
important contribution to regional security.

Also contributing to the development of multilateral
discussion are a number of unofficial security fora-rang
ing from trilaterals to larger "minilateral" groupings. The

United States, Japan and Russia, for example, have begun an unoffi
cial dialogue process that anticipated the historic November 1997
surrunit meeting and thawing of relations between Japan and Russia,
while the U.S., Japan and ROK have established an official forum for
discussion and cooperation that has facilitated not only trilateral but
bilateral relations. Academics from the United States, Japan and
China have begun a dialogue that may lead eventually to official tri
lateral talks between these three critical Asia-Pacific nations.

•Asia·Pacific Center
for Security Studies

Established in September 1995, the Asia-Pacific Center for
Security Studies is an academic institution established by
the U.S. Pacific Command·WSPACOM) to study ragional
security and preventive defense in the Asia-Pacific re
gion. The Center's mission is to foster understanding, co
operation and study of security-related issues among mili
tary and civilian representatives ofthe United States and
other Asia-Pacific nations. The Center provides aforum
for national officials, decision makers and policy makers
to exchange ideas, explore pressing issues and achieve a
greater mutual understanding of the challenges that
shape the Asia·Pacific security environment.

The Asia-Pacific Center builds on USPACOM's strategy of
maintaining strong bilateral relationships with the armed
forces of the nations of the Asia·Pacific region and ap
plies abroader multilateral approach to addressing reo
gional security issues and concerns. The focus of the
Center is on the interrelationships among military, eco
nomic, political and diplomatic policies.

The Asia-Pacific Center is staffed with military and civilian
personnel who serve as professors, conference organiz·
ers and researchers. Seventy-five percent of the Center's
students come from Asia-Pacific nations other than the
United States, and include senior military and govern·
ment·equivalent civilians in security-related government
positions. The continued development of the Center re
flects U.S. commitment to engaging and consulting with
Asia-Pacific nations to enhance mutual understanding
and develop constructive approaches that promote re
gional security.

These and other minilaterals are intended to be overlapping
and interlocking, complementing each other to develop an infor
mal security framework for promoting understanding and mutual
confidence, and facilitating bilateral ties between participants. The
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current emphasis on trilateral meetings does not prevent their ex
pansion into broader forums involving more nations. Multilateral
ism in all its forms will become an important element of U.S. en
gagement in the region in coming years.

The United States also participates regularly in regional con
ferences on practical security cooperation, as well as other multi
lateral fora designed to address specific regional problems, from
political turmoil in Cambodia to the Four Party Talks on the Ko
rean Peninsula. The Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies in
Hawaii, established by the U.S. Pacific Command, has served as a
further vehicle of security pluralism by facilitating open exchanges
of ideas and perspectives among government officials throughout
the region to foster understanding, cooperation and study of secu
rity-related issues.

The United States views all of these multilateral mechanisms,
built upon the foundation of solid bilateral relationships and con
tinued U.S. military presence in the region, as playing an increas
ingly important role in regional affairs in the future.

Growth of BDatera' Discussions between
Asia-Pacific Nations

The Asia-Pacific region has witnessed dynamic growth in bilat
eral diplomatic and defense interaction in recent years, leading to
progress in addressing many of the historical tensions and security
problems that plague the region. China and Japan have established
a security dialogue that in 1998 included the first visit of a Chinese
Defense Minister to Japan in 14 years and Japanese Defense Minis
ter to China since 1987. Russia and Japan have held a series of
surrunit meetings and have resolved to complete a formal peace
treaty that includes resolution of the Northern Territories dispute
by the year 2000. China and Russia have reached agreement on
most of their longstanding border dispute. The United States wel
comed the landmark Japan-ROK summit meeting in October 1998
that addressed longstanding historical tensions between the two
nations. Japan and the ROK have been working together to address
continued tension on the Pennsula while addressing constructively
outstanding bilateral issues. The growth of bilateral interaction is
clearly positive for regional security.
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